Connected Buildings Arranged in Harmony With the Ideal Location

Departments to Flank Court With Library as Center—Design allows for Future Expansion
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Efficiency the Keynote of General Plans

Mr. Freeman, in his final report, a masterpiece of engineering literature, has outlined what the best means of attacking the different problems would be, and defined his own idea of what form the great school should take. He discussed the lighting, heating and ventilation, drainage, materials of construction and indeed every essential, and outlined the best form arrangement in his opinion for the buildings. The single structure was suggested by him, although in form as now to be adopted is not the same. The present one seems more elastic. The facts gathered have been of greatest value, and Technology owes a deep appreciation to his research. The President added that the work of the final report, a masterpiece of engineering literature, was to be undertaken by the most distinguished architects of the country, and that the Tech already had been admitted to the list of the best institutions in the world.